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Today's driver education student will enjoy every aspect of this informative and lively new book. The
realistic writing speaks to today's readers, while the modern design - featuring up-to-date photos -captures and holds attention. The central focus is on practical solutions to everyday issues that face
the new, teenage driver. Critical subjects such as drinking and driving, city driving, and freeway
driving are carefully covered. Case studies from police files offer important lessons on avoiding
accidents.

Reviews of the License to Drive by Alliance for Safe Driving
Otrytrerl
This book helped me tremendously pass the DMV test that I had to retake in California. Very helpful
book and quite informative.
Whitegrove
There is a a lot of useful info in this book: not just rules and signs, but real life situations, and

scenarios that make you think about driving and owning a car.
Shakanos
As the preface says, "this book speaks to you, not at you". Driving is a challenge and this text
simplifies the learning to a level that does not intimidate the beginner driver. Whether you're a teen
or an adult needing "brush up tips", this book is an excellent investment. Each chapter has a
separate "Objectives" page, a "Key Terms" page, self tests, chapter reviews-great for the classroom!
As a new California Driving Instructor, I'm seeking resources to make the classroom sessions more
interesting and this book is IT!
Also included are chapters on preventative maintenance, purchasing or leasing a car and lots more!
I'm happy to give this book a five star rating!
Mr_NiCkNaMe
This is the best test driving book i have every read
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